
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea. A concrete noun names 
persons, places, and things that you can see and touch. An abstract noun names ideas and 
feelings that you cannot see.

                                      Concrete: I saw a sweater in the store.
                                      Abstract: I looked at it with hope.

word Bank  laziness, socks, belt, sweetness, scarf, fame, musician, clerk, pain, confidence, 
                     shirt, bravery

A. Write the words from the word bank under the correct heading.

              Concrete Nouns                         Abstract Nouns

 1. ____________________________ 7.____________________________ 

2. ____________________________ 8. ____________________________ 

3. ____________________________  9. ____________________________ 

4. ____________________________ 10. ____________________________

5. ____________________________  11. ____________________________ 

6. ____________________________ 12. ____________________________

B. Bold the nouns in each sentence.

13. Anna needed new clothes for the winter.  

14. She went to the mall with her father to look for a warm jacket.  

15. It was a pleasure to shop for jeans and tops.  

16. With great excitement, Anna found the boots she wanted.
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Name__________________       Date__________________

A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea. A concrete noun names 
persons, places, and things that you can see and touch. An abstract noun names ideas and 
feelings that you cannot see.
                                      Concrete: I saw a sweater in the store.
                                      Abstract: I looked at it with hope.

word Bank  laziness, socks, belt, sweetness, scarf, fame, musician, clerk, pain, confidence,    
                     shirt, bravery

A. Write the words from the word bank under the correct heading.

              Concrete Nouns                       Abstract Nouns

 1.              socks 7.                   laziness 

2.               belt 8.                   sweetness 

3.               scarf  9.                   fame 

4.              musician 10.                 pain

5.              clerk  11.                confidence 

6.              shirt 12.                 bravery

B. Bold the nouns in each sentence.

13. Anna needed new clothes for the winter.  

14. She went to the mall with her father to look for a warm jacket.  

15. It was a pleasure to shop for jeans and tops.  

16. With great excitement, Anna found the boots she wanted.
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